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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an eﬃcient method for calculating the
similarity between 2D closed shape contours. The proposed
algorithm is invariant to translation, scale change and rotation. It can be used for database retrieval or for detecting
regions with a particular shape in video sequences. The proposed algorithm is suitable for real-time applications. In the
ﬁrst stage of the algorithm, an ordered sequence of contour
points approximating the shapes is extracted from the input
binary images. The contours are translation and scale-size
normalized, and small sets of the most likely starting points
for both shapes are extracted. In the second stage, the starting points from both shapes are assigned into pairs and rotation alignment is performed. The dissimilarity measure is
based on the geometrical distances between corresponding
contour points. A fast sub-optimal method for solving the
correspondence problem between contour points from two
shapes is proposed. The dissimilarity measure is calculated
for each pair of starting points. The lowest dissimilarity is
taken as the ﬁnal dissimilarity measure between two shapes.
Three diﬀerent experiments are carried out using the proposed approach: letter recognition using a web camera, our
own simulation of Part B of the MPEG-7 core experiment
“CE-Shape1” and detection of characters in cartoon video
sequences. Results indicate that the proposed dissimilarity
measure is aligned with human intuition.

Shape analysis methods play an important role in systems
for object recognition, matching, registration, and analysis.
A user survey presented in [6] regarding cognition aspects
of image retrieval shows that users are more interested in
retrieval by shape than by color and texture. Many shape
analysis techniques have been proposed over the past three
decades [9, 15]. However, retrieval by shape is still considered to be one of the most diﬃcult aspects of content-based
search. Common criteria used for shape representation for
reliable shape matching and retrieval include: uniqueness,
robustness to distortion and noise, invariance to translation,
scale, rotation and symmetric transformations, scalability
and eﬃciency [12]. The choice of the most suitable shape
analysis method is often a compromise between retrieval efﬁciency and computational complexity. For example, the
speed requirements of real-time applications often constrain
the type of techniques that can be used.
Well known methods for compact shape representation
and matching of 2D contours include Fourier Descriptors
(FD) [5], Curvature Scale Space (CSS) [10] and approaches
based on the classical Hausdorﬀ distance [1]. The major
advantage of FD methods are that they are easy to implement and are based on the well developed theory of Fourier
analysis. The disadvantage is that after the Fourier transform, local shape information is distributed to all coeﬃcients
and not localized in the frequency domain [9]. The CSS
descriptor is more robust to shape deformation than FD
and because of this and other advantages like fast matching and compact representation, has been incorporated in
the ISO/IEC MPEG-7 content description standard. Unfortunately, the retrieval accuracy of the CSS method can
be poor for curves which have a small number of concavities or convexities. In particular, this representation cannot
distinguish between various convex curves [8]. Another disadvantage of the compact descriptors is that their extraction
is usually computationally expensive. Although this is not
a problem for creating databases (since feature extraction
is performed oﬀ-line), this makes it diﬃcult (or even impossible) to use them for fast on-line matching of two shapes
provided as binary masks. A diﬃculty with the traditional
Hausdorﬀ distance is that it is very sensitive to noise and as
such a number of related approaches have been developed
that address this [15]. Our approach can be considered to
be an alternative to these approaches.
Another class of contour matching algorithms includes
methods which attempt to solve the correspondence prob-
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lem between two shapes and measure the similarity based on
this assignment. In [2] the shape context is assigned to each
contour point in order to solve the correspondence problem.
In [12] the optimal match between contour segments is found
using Dynamic Programming. The main advantage of the
above methods is robustness against occlusions. The main
drawback is their high computational complexity.
In this paper, we present a fast sub-optimal method for
solving the correspondence problem between vertices of closed
contours. The proposed similarity/dissimilarity measure is
based only on the geometrical distances between corresponding contour points and attempts to quantify shape similarity
in a way aligned with human intuition. The retrieval rate
of the algorithm is comparable to methods using compact
descriptors (FD, CSS) but is much less computationally expensive compared to methods which attempt to ﬁnd the optimal match between shapes. Our assumptions are veriﬁed
in extensive tests, including our own simulations of MPEG-7
core experiments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
the second section the proposed shape matching algorithm
is described in detail. The complexity of the algorithm is
discussed in section 3. In section 4, experimental results are
presented and discussed. Finally, conclusions are formulated
in section 5.
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2.1 Contour tracing and down-sampling
In this ﬁrst step, an ordered sequence of contour points approximating the input shape is extracted. For this purpose,
a contour tracing algorithm (also known as border following
or boundary following) similar to that of Pavlidis [11] is applied to the input binary image. The algorithm ignores any
”holes” present in the shape providing an ordered sequence
of the contour pixels. The tracing algorithm can be easily
and eﬃciently implemented using look-up tables for selecting the pixels in the current pixel neighborhood for checking
and deciding in which order they should be checked.
In the next step, a vector of equally distributed points
along the curve is extracted from the ordered sequence of
contour pixels. This stage is important because the ﬁnal
dissimilarity measure is based on distances between corresponding contour points of the shapes being compared. As
such, an approximately equal number of contour points for
both shapes is required (see Figure 1). There are many
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ALGORITHM STRUCTURE

The structure of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1. It operates in two main stages: feature extraction and
feature matching. In the ﬁrst stage, the boundaries of the
shapes from the input binary images are traced. The extracted contours are translation and scale-size normalized,
and a small set of the most likely starting points for both
shapes are estimated. In the second stage, the dissimilarity
measure is calculated using features extracted in the ﬁrst
stage. The starting points from both shapes are assigned
into pairs. Before evaluating the dissimilarity measure for
a given pair of starting points, the rotation between these
points is estimated and one of the shapes is rotated. The
dissimilarity between two shapes is calculated for each pair
of starting points. The lowest overall dissimilarity is taken
as the dissimilarity measure between the two shapes.
In the remainder of this section a detailed description of
the most important stages of the algorithm is presented.
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Figure 1: Main steps of the shape analysis algorithm.
approaches for approximating contour curves using a small
number of vertices or segments. In our approach, a very
simple and eﬃcient downsampling scheme is utilized. It extracts contour points in such a way that they will be approximately equally distributed along the contour. This can
be easily performed during one scan of the contour pixel
sequence. From this point on, the contour
of the

 shape is
represented by the ordered sequence x(s), y(s) of contour
points (vertices), where s denotes the position along the contour.

2.2 Translation and Scale Normalization
Clearly, moving a region from one location in the image
to another and/or changing the size of it should not aﬀect
shape analysis. Since the centroid of the shape is invariant
to translation, rotation and scaling, we utilize its location to
solve the translation problem. In the presented approach,
the object curve is translated to place the centroid at coordinates (0, 0). Scaling invariance is obtained by normalizing
the shape curve by shape area (see for example [14]). This
translation and scaling invariance can be achieved using the
regular moments. In the presented scheme all low order
moments needed for shape normalization are derived from
the boundary contour points. This approach is much faster
in comparison to calculating moments from deﬁnition equations. A similar method to the one shown in [3] for deriving
the area (m00 ) of the shape from a simple chain code is used.
Here this method is extended for moments m01 and m10 .

The deﬁnition for a regular moment mpq is:

ZZ

mpq =

xp y q f (x, y) dx dy

(1)

As illustrated in Figure 2, the algorithm moves from one
contour point to another in a clockwise direction around
the contour. The moments are calculated as the sum of
appropriate moments of trapezoids created from the current
and previous contour point and the x axis. An example of
such a trapezoid is shown inFigure
2(b).  The

 vertices
 of
the trapezoid are
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point respectively. From equation 1 the formulas for the low
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Figure 2: Calculating the moments of the shape.
order moments of trapezoid t as functions of its vertices can
be easily derived:
mt00

=

mt10

=

mt01

=

1
[x(p) − x(c)][y(c) + y(p)]
2
1
[x(p) − x(c)][x(c) + x(p)][y(c) + y(p)]
4
1
[y(c) − y(p)][x(c) + x(p)][y(c) + y(p)]
4

(2)
(3)

where AREA is a chosen constant - the same for all shapes
compared.


For the remainder of this paper we use x(s), y(s) to
represent the translation and scale normalized contour.

2.3 Rotation Alignment
Rotating the object region or changing the point from
which the tracing of the boundary of the region starts should
not aﬀect shape analysis. In order to avoid evaluation of
the dissimilarity measure for every possible pair of starting
contour points and still maintain robustness to shape deformations we propose to extract a small set of the most likely
starting points for each shape. The similarity/dissimilarity
measure is evaluated only for pairs of chosen starting points.
The accuracy and speed of the search for the optimal rotational match depends on the number of chosen starting
points. The criteria used to extract starting points and the
procedure used for choosing pairs of starting points for dissimilarity evaluation can be adjusted to a given application.
In this paper we propose the following general scheme
for extracting sets of starting points. Initially, the contour
points that are a greater distance from the centroid than
a threshold distance Td are marked as potential starting
points. Td can be expressed as a fraction of the maximum
distance dmax :
Td = pd · dmax ,

where parameter pd is a real number in the range [0, 1]. A
single marked contour point is selected from each continuous group of marked contour points. To avoid the situation
where too many contour points will be represented by just
one starting point, a maximum number of marked points Tn
which can be represented by one starting point is introduced:
Tn = pn · N ,

(4)

(9)

(10)

where [xc , yc ] denote coordinates of the centroid calculated
as:
m10
m01
xc =
, yc =
(7)
m00
m00

where N denotes the number of all contour points representing the shape and pn denotes a number within the range
[0, 1]. If the group has more points than Tn , it is divided into
smaller groups of cardinality less than or equal to Tn . Finally, from each group the contour point most distant from
the centroid is chosen as the starting point.
The intensity of the search for the optimal rotation alignment between two shapes can be varied by parameters pd
and pn . The extracted starting points are used to narrow
down the search space for the best rotation alignment. For
each rotation the dissimilarity measure is calculated. The
lowest dissimilarity measure obtained during this search is
taken as the ﬁnal dissimilarity between two shapes. A number of diﬀerent search strategies can be used depending on
application. A general searching algorithm is described in
the following.
The reference starting point, spref , is taken as the most
distant starting point of the shape with the largest number of starting points, or the largest initial area. For each
starting point on the second shape, spi , the shape is rotated
to align its starting point with spref , and the dissimilarity
measure is calculated. The lowest dissimilarity value found
during the search is taken as the ﬁnal dissimilarity measure
between the shapes.

and α denotes a scaling factor deﬁned as:

2.4 Dissimilarity Measure

mt00

mt10

and
have negative values for vertices
Note that
from the upper border of the shape (subtractive component)
and positive values for vertices from the lower border (additive component). Similarly mt01 has negative values for the
left part of the shape and positive values for the right part
(not shown in the ﬁgure).
Low order moments of the entire shape can be calculated
as the sum of moments of all trapezoids as follows:

X

mpq =

mtpq ,

(5)

∀t∈V

where V denotes the set of all vertices of the shape.
Finally, the translation and scale normalization of the contour is obtained by changing the coordinates of the contour
points according to the following transformation:
x (s) =

x(s) − xc
,
α

r

α=

y  (s) =

m00
,
AREA

y(s) − yc
α

(6)

(8)

The presented dissimilarity metric is based on the distances between the contour points of two shapes. Before

calculating the dissimilarity, the correspondence problem
between the contour points from both shapes must ﬁrst be
solved. In the presented method a semi-optimal solution to
the contour point correspondence problem is proposed. It is
robust to deformation and noise and yet the complexity is
O(N ).
The approach is based on two control points cpA and cpB
moving along the contours A and B, beginning from the
aligned starting points. They move along the contours in
N  steps and for each step the distance between them is
obtained. Each step consists of two stages. During the
ﬁrst stage, each control point moves one position forward
in the contour point sequence. For the new position, the
Euclidean distance |dc (i)| between the coordinates of these
control points is calculated. During the second stage, the
distances between the control points and the next contour
points in each contour ( |dAB (i)| and |dBA (i)|) are calculated. If one of these is smaller than |dc (i)| the appropriate control point moves one position forward to minimize the distance between cpA and cpB . The ﬁnal distance |d(i)| for step i is obtained as the minimum of the
distances |dc (i)|,|dAB (i)| and |dBA (i)|. In this way, control
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Figure 3: An illustration of the proposed contour
point assignment.
points move together along the contours as closely as possible. Usually they move only one position forward during one
step, but one can move two positions if it produces a smaller
distance. In this way, some contour points are skipped - i.e.
not assigned to any of the contour points from the other
contour. An example of a step while skipping one contour
point is shown in Figure 3(b).
The distances between the contour points assigned as outlined above are used to calculate the dissimilarity between
two shapes. The dissimilarity measure should quantify the
dissimilarity between shapes in ways aligned with human intuition. We assume that if two shapes are similar then there
should be strong correspondence between contour points and
the distances between corresponding contour points should
be small. The proposed dissimilarity metric is based on both
the geometrical distances between assigned contour points
and their variations along the contours. The dissimilarity
measure is deﬁned as:
c
· |D| · |V |,
(11)
D(A, B) =
2
cirmin
where:
• |D| denotes average distance between assigned contour
points,

• |V | denotes the standard deviation of the distances
between assigned contour points,
• c denotes a chosen constant which rescales values of the
dissimilarity measure to a convenient range of values
(calibration of the algorithm),
• cirmin is the minimum circumference of the circumferences of both normalized shapes.
The function of cirmin is to adjust the dissimilarity metric to human perception of dissimilarity depending on the
complexity of the shapes being compared. It has been observed that humans perceive even small diﬀerences between
two simple shapes as signiﬁcant, whereas small diﬀerences
between two more complicated shapes are not so important.
Assuming, that the shape is size normalized the circumference can be used as a measure of the complexity of the
shape.

3. COMPLEXITY
In this section we discuss the complexity of the overall
algorithm. The complexity of all feature extraction stages
are O(N ), where N denotes the initial number of contour
points. The complexity of the matching stage depends on
the number of starting point pairs for which the dissimilarity
measure has to be evaluated. The calculation of the dissimilarity measure for one pair of chosen starting points requires
O(N  ) operations, where N  denotes the number of contour
points used to approximate the contours. In the worst case
scenario, when all possible contour points are chosen as potential starting points, the total complexity of the matching
2
stage is O(N  ). When only a small set of starting points is
used for each shape the matching stage complexity converges
to ∼ O(N  ). For all experiments described in this paper the
values pd = 0.7 and pn = 0.05 where chosen which lead to
approximately 2 starting points for elongated shapes and 20
for circular shapes.
The proposed algorithm was implemented in the C++
programming language and run on a standard PC with a
Pentium III 600 MHz processor. The algorithm was able to
perform approx 1000 shape matchings per second (where the
contours were approximated with 100 points i.e. N = 100).

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The evaluation of the performance of a shape matching algorithm is a diﬃcult task, because shape similarity is a subjective matter. Human judgments of shape similarity diﬀer
noticeably [10]. Consistent evaluation criteria do not exist
for shape description and matching methods [9]. Because
of the above diﬃculties, we present the results from three
diﬀerent experiments: letter recognition using a web camera, our own implementation of Part B of the MPEG-7 Core
Experiment “CE-Shape-1” [4], and detection of characters
in cartoon video sequences. For the last two experiments
the dissimilarity is evaluated for input contours and their
mirrored equivalent.

4.1 Letter recognition using a web camera
Discriminatory ability and robustness to rigid transformations of the proposed algorithm was tested by performing a
similar experiment to one used in [13]. Several letters of the
alphabet {m, n, u, h, l, t, f} were used as a test set. Images

original letters

were created by printing out the letters on a laser printer
and digitizing the page using a simple web camera. Large
and small letters were printed using 240pt and 128pt respectively. Rotated letters were created by rotation of the large
letters by an angle of 165 degrees. All letters were Arial
font.
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Figure 4: Letter recognition using web camera (c =
1500): (a)-test set, (b)-dissimilarities between original letters, (c)-dissimilarities between original and
resized letters, (d)-dissimilarities between original
and rotated letters.
The Tables in Figure 4 show distances between the original shapes and the rotated and scaled set. As expected,
”n” and ”u” match quite closely, since they are only rotated
versions of each other. ”h” matches ”n” and ”u” better
than the other letters. Also ”l”, ”t” and ”f” match better
than other letters since all are very elongated. We can see
that discretization introduces some noise and shape deformations, thus the distances between the same letters after
rotation and resizing are not exactly zero. However, distances between diﬀerent letters are always much larger (10
to 100 times) than those between the same letters.

4.2 MPEG7 Core Experiment CE-Shape-1
In this section, results obtained by the proposed method
for Part B of the Core Experiment “CE-Shape-1” as speciﬁed in the MPEG-7 document [4] are presented. In this
experiment, a set of semantically classiﬁed images with a
ground truth is used. The total number of images in the
database is 1400: 70 classes of various shapes, each class
with 20 images. Each class was used as a query, and the
number of similar images (which belong to the same class)
was counted in the top 40 matches (bulls-eye test). As
concluded in [8], 100% retrieval is not possible, since some
classes contain objects whose shape is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
so that is not possible to group them into the same class
using only shape information.
A retrieval rate of 76.51% was reported in [2] for a method
based on shape context descriptors attached to each contour points. A performance of 76.45% was reported in [8]
for a method based on the best possible correspondence of
visual parts [7]. In comparison, the total performance of
the proposed shape analysis technique for our experiments
is 77.76%. Figure 5 shows the detailed performance for all

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Manually chosen set of templates used for
character detection: (a)-basic set of templates for
“Bart”, (b)-extension of template set for “Bart”,
(c)-templates for “Homer”

classes of shapes from the MPEG-7 database.

4.3 Detection of characters in cartoons
In the ﬁnal experiment, we demonstrate recognizing shapes
of regions extracted automatically from video sequences.
Because automatic object segmentation in generic video content is very diﬃcult we decided to use simple cartoon video
sequences for which the segmentation process is relatively
straightforward. In the test, three diﬀerent sequences of
“The Simpsons” cartoon were used. In this cartoon all characters have yellow skin and very distinctively shaped heads,
so the shape of the head was a natural choice for character
recognition.
For each tested frame “yellow color segmentation” was
performed. Morphological dilation was used to ﬁll small
holes present in the extracted regions. Every extracted region was matched with a manually chosen set of templates.
The region was classiﬁed as the head of the searched character if the dissimilarity between the region and one of the
template shapes was below a chosen threshold.
Three manually marked up video sequences, each around
20 minutes long, were used for the tests. Three diﬀerent
tests were performed: two for “Bart Simpson” and one for
“Homer Simpson” detection. The set of template shapes
used for these tests are shown in Figure 6. Every tenth frame
was searched. The results obtained were compared with
human judgment, and are presented in terms of precision
and recall in Table 1.
General observation shows that even in the case of simple
cartoons, the majority of recognition mistakes was caused by
improper segmentation. The lower precision for ”Homer”
detection can be explained by the higher variety of head
shapes for this character. To solve this problem, a more
objective method for determining the most representative
shapes for each character should be utilized. The test was
performed in real time on a standard PC with Pentium III
600 MHz processor.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper an eﬃcient approach for similarity calculation between closed contours is proposed. The approach
can deal with noisy and distorted shapes and is invariant
to translation, scale change and rotation. The proposed
dissimilarity measure is based on the geometrical distances
between corresponding contour points.
Extensive performance experiments on several data sets
were carried out. The experiments conﬁrmed that the proposed method is well suited to shape matching and retrieval
of shapes with moderate amounts of noise and deformations.
The results indicate that our dissimilarity measure closely
conforms to the common perception of dissimilarity by humans. Because of its low complexity the proposed algorithm
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Figure 5: Retrieval rate for all classes in MPEG7 core experiment (CE-Shape1) part B (sorted by retrieval
rate).
Experiment:
Sequence:
Precision [%]
Recall [%]

Bart, template (a)
1
2
3 avg
73 78 75 75
97 94 98 96

Bart, templ. (a) and (b)
1
2
3
avg
85 89 83
86
84 67 83
78

Homer, template (c)
1
2
3
avg
64 51 50
55
96 97 96
96

Table 1: Character recognition results (threshold = 0.15, c = 1500).
is suitable for real-time applications.
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